Music Intervention Lesson 4
Music


Lesson 4			SPORTING ACTIVITIES

Symbolic Representation

This lesson deals with pupils' ability to construct and use symbols to create meaning. Also, the recognition that a symbolic language may be interpreted in several different ways.

The lesson requires:

	A range of instruments for each group.

Task cards each with a sporting activity on it:

Cricket 
Hockey 
Netball 
Rounders 
Basketball 
Synchronised Swimming

Concrete Preparation Phase (15 minutes)

Key Words: 	Audience, Venue, Occasion, Representation, Musical Metaphors, Simile, Musical 
Symbols, Atmosphere, Literal, Abstract.

Explain to the class that this is an intervention lesson designed to get them to think. It will focus on what they think and why they think it. The lesson is to do with problem solving and relates to symbolism and the use of symbols to represent ideas or to communicate messages.

The lesson begins with brief whole class discussion considering how different sports and games are organised e.g:

	How do you organise a game of football?

Number of players, positions, rules, equipment, skills etc.

The pupils now work in groups. Each group is given a task card with the name of a sport or game on it. The pupils have to think about how the members of their group would set about organising and playing the sporting activity suggested on the card. This is followed by a whole class discussion/feedback during which the teacher makes explicit the types of thinking that have been used e.g:


	Selecting, organising, defining and clarifying, lateral thinking.
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Cognitive Conflict Phase (10 minutes)


Each group is now given a small range of instruments. Their task is to represent, through music, the playing of their sport. They have to communicate to the whole class, the playing of their sport/game by musical means only (Vocal sounds are allowed but words can not be used). They will be required to perform their game/sport but, more importantly, they will be expected to explain what they thought about in the process. Some groups may approach the task in a literal way e.g. cheering, moments of climax, building tension, changes of pace etc. Others may approach it in a more abstract way e.g. attempting to capture essence of the sport/game.

Metacognitive Phase (10 minutes)


As a whole class discuss the following:


	What factors did you consider were important when originally organising your game/sport ?

How did your thinking change when you were given the new instructions?
How did your group decide to communicate the nature of your given game/sport? Did you use musical symbols e.g. sound effects? Did you use musical metaphors e.g. crescendo to represent building tension?
How did you go about creating your group piece?
How did this affect the way you re-organised and re-used your resources?

 
Construction (10 minutes)
 

Play the class the well-known cricket theme tune (Soul Limbo by Mr Bongo). Discuss the use of musical symbols and metaphors within it. e.g. opening rhythm could be symbolic of empty beer cans being used as an instrument symbolising the excitement of the crowd. The Caribbean sound of the music could be a metaphor for the dominance of the West Indies in world cricket.


Bridging (5 minutes)


Can you think of any other examples of how music is used metaphorically?
Can you think of any other examples of how music is used symbolically?
How will the work you have done today relate to other subjects?
How does or work today relate to everyday life?
How will this lesson help you to improve what you do in music?
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